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SUMMARY
Obtaining new seismic responses from existing recordings is generally referred to as seismic
interferometry (SI). Conventionally, the SI responses are retrieved by simple crosscorrelation
of recordings made by separate receivers: one of the receivers acts as a ‘virtual source’ whose
response is retrieved at the other receivers. When SI is applied to recordings of ambient seismic
noise, mostly surface waves are retrieved. The newly retrieved surface wave responses can be
used to extract receiver-receiver phase velocities. These phase velocities often serve as input
parameters for tomographic inverse problems. Another application of SI exploits the temporal stability of the multiply scattered arrivals of the newly retrieved surface wave responses.
Temporal variations in the stability and/or arrival time of these multiply scattered arrivals can
often be linked to temporally varying parameters such as hydrocarbon production and precipitation. For all applications, however, the accuracy of the retrieved responses is paramount.
Correct response retrieval relies on a uniform illumination of the receivers: irregularities in
the illumination pattern degrade the accuracy of the newly retrieved responses. In practice, the
illumination pattern is often far from uniform. In that case, simple crosscorrelation of separate
receiver recordings only yields an estimate of the actual, correct virtual-source response. Reformulating the theory underlying SI by crosscorrelation as a multidimensional deconvolution
(MDD) process, allows this estimate to be improved. SI by MDD corrects for the non-uniform
illumination pattern by means of a so-called point-spread function (PSF), which captures the
irregularities in the illumination pattern. Deconvolution by this PSF removes the imprint of
the irregularities on the responses obtained through simple crosscorrelation. We apply SI by
MDD to surface wave data recorded by the Malargüe seismic array in western Argentina. The
aperture of the array is approximately 60 km and it is located on a plateau just east of the
Andean mountain range. The array has a T-shape: the receivers along one of the two lines act
as virtual sources whose responses are recorded by the receivers along the other (perpendicular) line. We select time windows dominated by surface wave noise travelling in a favourable
direction, that is, traversing the line of virtual sources before arriving at the receivers at which
we aim to retrieve the virtual-source responses. These time windows are selected through a
frequency-dependent slowness analysis along the two receiver lines. From the selected time
windows, estimates of virtual-source responses are retrieved by means of crosscorrelations.
Similarly, crosscorrelations between the positions of the virtual sources are computed to build
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the PSF. We use the PSF to deconvolve the effect of illumination irregularities and the source
function from the virtual-source responses retrieved by crosscorrelation. The combined effect
of time-window selection and MDD results in more accurate and temporally stable surface
wave responses.
Key words: Broad-band seismometers; Seismic monitoring and test-ban treaty verification;
Surface waves and free oscillations; Interface waves; Seismic attenuation; Seismic tomography.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

2 T H E O RY
In this section, we briefly revisit the theory underlying SI by crosscorrelation and SI by MDD. Both techniques allow the retrieval of a
medium’s virtual-source response, although SI by crosscorrelation
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Seismic interferometry (SI) refers to the principle of generating new
seismic responses from existing recordings. In its simplest form, two
receivers are used of which one receiver is turned into a so-called
‘virtual source’ whose response is retrieved at the second receiver.
Often, these new responses are obtained by simple crosscorrelation of the seismic observations at the two receiver locations (e.g.
Campillo & Paul 2003; Draganov et al. 2009; Zhan et al. 2010).
In case of controlled sources, the process involves an additional
summation of crosscorrelations over the available controlled-source
positions (e.g. Schuster et al. 2004; Bakulin & Calvert 2006). When
passive wavefields are exploited, this explicit summation is not required if the simultaneously acting sources are uncorrelated (e.g.
Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006). We will
refer to this, by now conventional way of response retrieval, as ‘SI
by crosscorrelation’.
Under specific conditions, responses obtained through SI by
crosscorrelation can be related to the Green’s function of the
medium. Over the last decade, a myriad of applications have
emerged that rely on this explicit relation. The most notable probably being the extraction of receiver-receiver phase and/or group
velocities from ambient seismic surface wave noise. The extracted
phase velocities often serve as input parameters for tomographic
inverse problems (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2005). Another application
involves the exploitation of the multiply scattered waves present
in the later-arriving part of the retrieved responses. These multiply scattered waves are more sensitive to structural changes in the
medium and are therefore well suited for seismic monitoring studies
(Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler 2006). Seismic monitoring has been
applied successfully on various scales (e.g. Obermann et al. 2014;
Salvermoser et al. 2015).
In order to accurately retrieve the Green’s function by means of
SI by crosscorrelation, the medium has to be lossless and illuminated with equal power from all directions (Malcolm et al. 2004;
Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006). The accuracy and quality of the aforementioned applications rely on these conditions being fulfilled. Reformulating the theory underlying SI by crosscorrelation in terms
of a multidimensional deconvolution (MDD) process relaxes these
conditions (Wapenaar & van der Neut 2010; Wapenaar et al. 2011b).
Most notably, MDD accounts for directional variations of the wavefield by means of a so-called ‘point-spread function’ (PSF). This
PSF captures irregularities in the illumination pattern (van der Neut
et al. 2011). Multidimensionally deconvolving the responses obtained through SI by crosscorrelation by the PSF corrects for nonuniformities in the illumination pattern. That is, MDD has the ability
to remove artefacts from those responses. This implies that it will
improve the quality of tomographic images and will lead to seismicmonitoring results with a higher temporal resolution. We will refer
to the MDD process as ‘SI by MDD’ in the remainder of this work.
Recently, van Dalen et al. (2015) applied SI by MDD to recordings of ambient seismic noise collected as part of the Batholiths experiment. They found that MDD of the responses retrieved through
SI by crosscorrelation focuses them in time and increases their
signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, they found that SI by MDD

slightly corrects the phase of the retrieved responses at short offsets,
resulting in more accurate phase-velocity estimates. The improvements found corroborate earlier numerical experiments considering
a subset of USAarray stations illuminated by fundamental-mode
surface wave noise excited along the eastern coast of the USA
(Wapenaar et al. 2011a).
In this study, we use an array of stations located east of Malargüe
(Argentina) to test SI by MDD on ambient seismic surface wave
noise. The array has an aperture of approximately 60 km and has
partly been designed for the application of SI by MDD (Ruigrok
et al. 2012). The denser receiver spacing of this array with respect
to the deployments considered in Wapenaar et al. (2011a) and van
Dalen et al. (2015), allows application of SI by MDD over a larger
frequency range. The T-shape of the array lends itself well for the
application of SI by MDD: it allows the construction of a PSF
along one of the two receiver lines. These receivers act as the virtual sources and their responses are retrieved at the receivers along
the other (perpendicular) line of receivers. We utilize recordings
of ambient seismic noise between 0.10 and 0.50 Hz; the ambient
vibrations in this frequency band are generally referred to as ‘secondary microseisms’. They originate from the interaction of ocean
gravity waves with coinciding periods travelling in opposite directions (Longuet-Higgins 1950). The secondary microseisms peak
between 0.1 and 0.25 Hz (Gualtieri et al. 2013) and are generally the most energetic ambient vibrations measured. Apart from
the generation of surface waves, Landès et al. (2010) found that
the Southern Pacific Ocean is also an effective source of bodywave energy in the frequency band associated with the secondary
microseisms.
In the following section, we summarize the theory underlying SI
by crosscorrelation and SI by MDD and highlight the differences
between the two methods. We furthermore describe how phase velocity may be estimated from the retrieved virtual-source responses.
Subsequently, we briefly discuss the geological setting, introduce
the Malargüe seismic array (MalARRgue), and describe the characteristics of its recordings. In Section 4, we combine the configuration
of our seismic array with a simple subsurface model. This allows us
(i) to introduce our methodology for the selection of time windows
during which the wavefield possesses a favourable directionality for
the application of SI by MDD, (ii) to test the methodology and, (iii)
to exemplify the merits of using SI by MDD. In Section 5, we then
apply SI by MDD to the field noise recordings and find that it corrects the phase of the virtual-source responses retrieved through SI
by crosscorrelation and show how this leads to improved estimates
of phase velocity. Additionally, we compare the temporal stability
of the responses retrieved through SI by crosscorrelation with the
responses retrieved through SI by MDD. Finally, in Section 6, we
discuss our results and draw conclusions.

Seismic interferometry by MDD
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Figure 1. Configuration associated with seismic interferometry by (a) crosscorrelation and (b) MDD. Sources in (a) are regularly placed along Ssrc with
separation x S and have equal power. Sources in (b) are randomly placed on the appropriate side of Srcv and may vary in power.

2.1 SI by crosscorrelation
Consider the vertical particle velocity associated with a single surface wave mode propagating along the surface of a laterally homogeneous Earth. In Appendix A we show that in that case the
representation theorem of the correlation type can be simplified to

Ĝ (x R , x S ) Ĝ ∗ (x, x S ) dx S ,
(1)
Ĝ (x R , x) + Ĝ ∗ (x R , x) ≈ B̂
S

where a (frequency-dependent) Green’s function Ĝ (x R , x) represents vertical particle velocity at x R due to a vertical point source
at x; both located at the Earth’s surface. The asterisk denotes complex conjugation and hence the products on the right-hand side
correspond to crosscorrelations in the time domain. B̂ is a simple
(frequency-dependent) scale factor.
In practice, one does not record Green’s functions due to impulsive sources distributed along a closed contour. Let us therefore
consider the vertical (surface wave) particle velocity at x R due to a
vertically polarized source at x S with source spectrum ŝ, that is,
v̂ (x R , x S ) ≡ Ĝ (x R , x S ) ŝ (x S ) ,

(2)

and similarly for v̂ (x, x S ). For comparison with the theory underlying SI by MDD and to comply with the station configuration of the
Malargüe seismic array (see Section 3), we consider the one-sided
illumination shown in Fig. 1(a). Substituting the particle velocities
in eq. (1), and assuming that sources are distributed uniformly along
Ssrc and have equal power, we find,

(3)
Ĝ (x R , x) Ŝ ≈ B̂ v̂ (x R , x S ) v̂ ∗ (x, x S ) dx S ,
Ssrc

where Ŝ ≡ ŝ (x S ) ŝ ∗ (x S ). The one-sided illumination allows retrieval of the so-called ‘causal’ Green’s function only. Because
single-mode surface waves travelling along the surface of laterally
homogeneous medium are assumed, the responses in eq. (3) represent direct surface wave arrivals only (cf. Halliday & Curtis 2008).
That is to say, eq. (3) does not hold in the presence of scattering.
The integral in eq. (3) can be discretized considering discrete
( j)
sources at x S along Ssrc with their spectra denoted by ŝ ( j) (see

( j)

Fig. 1a). Denoting the separation between adjacent x S by x S , we
find,
 

 
( j)
( j)
v̂ x R , x S v̂ ∗ x, x S x S .
(4)
Ĝ (x R , x) Ŝ ≈ B̂
j

Eq. (4) states that the response at x R , due to a virtual source at x, can
be retrieved by summing over crosscorrelations of signal emitted
by equally powerful sources distributed uniformly along Ssrc .
For simultaneously acting (noise) sources, the vertical component
of the particle velocities at x R and x read

 
(i)
Ĝ x R , x S ŝ (i) ,
(5)
v̂ (x R ) ≡
i

and,
v̂ (x) ≡





( j)
Ĝ x, x S ŝ ( j) ,

(6)

j

respectively. Under the assumption that these (noise) sources are
uncorrelated and their power spectra coincide, ŝ (i) ŝ ( j)∗  = Ŝδi j ,
where  ·  denotes the ensemble average, δ ij is the Kronecker delta,
and Ŝ ≡ |ŝ (i) |2 . By substituting expressions (5) and (6) in
Ĝ (x R , x) Ŝ ≈ B̂ v̂ (x R ) v̂ ∗ (x) x S ,

(7)

and exploiting the uncorrelatedness of the sources, one finds that
this equation coincides with eq. (4).
In practice, ensemble averaging is replaced by averaging over
long periods of time and/or large numbers of time windows
(e.g. Weemstra et al. 2013). At low frequencies (<1 Hz), ambient seismic-field recordings generally consist of a continuous
stream of noise associated with ocean-seafloor interaction, interrupted by occasional earthquake events (e.g. McNamara &
Buland 2004). In practice, therefore, both eq. (4) and eq. (7) apply when averaging crosscorrelations over a large number of time
windows.
Eq. (4) (or eq. (7), in case of simultaneously acting, equally powerful noise sources) is quite accurate in case the medium inside V
is lossless and homogeneous, and the boundary Ssrc is far away
(Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006). In practice, however, the (onesided) illumination is often non-uniform (e.g. Stehly et al. 2006;
Mulargia 2012) and the medium inside V heterogeneous and
lossy. This may significantly degrade the accuracy of the retrieved Green’s function and may result in erroneous estimates
of phase velocity (e.g. Tsai 2009; Weaver et al. 2009). SI by
MDD permits the correction of deviations of the crosscorrelation from the medium’s actual Green’s function. It corrects
for non-uniformities in the source distribution and/or differences
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is more restrictive in terms of medium properties and illumination.
SI by MDD is not bounded by most of these restrictions, but is
technically more involved and has greater requirements concerning
station geometry. Provided these requirements are met, SI by MDD
results in a more accurate retrieval of the medium’s response.
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in the source signatures and accounts for dissipation and scattering inside V. Additionally, it allows some degree of correlation between the different sources (Wapenaar et al. 2012).
SI by MDD, therefore, results in a more accurate response
retrieval.

source responses. In this case eq. (9) becomes,

ˆ (x , x) v̂ (in) (x) dx,
v̂ (x R ) = D̂ Ḡ
R

(10)

Srcv

2.2 SI by MDD

where v̂(x R ) is given by eq. (5) and where v̂ (in) (x) is given by
( j)
the right-hand side of eq. (6), but with Ĝ(x, x S ) replaced by
(
j)
Ĝ (in) (x, x S ).
ˆ (x , x) can be retrieved by solving
The surface wave response Ḡ

In Appendix A, we show that under the same assumptions and for
the same definitions as the ones required to arrive at eq. (1), the
representation theorem of the convolution type can be simplified
to

ˆ (x , x) Ĝ (in) (x, x ) dx,
Ḡ
(8)
Ĝ (x R , x S ) = D̂
R
S

eq. (10) in a least-squares sense, for example. Introducing the auxiliary location variable x  along Srcv (see Fig. 1b) and multiplying
both sides of eq. (10) with v̂ (in)∗ (x  ), we obtain the normal equation
(van der Neut et al. 2011; Wapenaar et al. 2011b),



ˆ (x , x) ˆ  x, x   dx,
Ĉ x R , x  = D̂ Ḡ
(11)
R

R

Srcv

S

Srcv

where we have replaced the closed contour S by an open (receiver)
( j)
contour Srcv , and where v̂(x R , x S ) is defined by eq. (2) (with x S
( j)
( j)
(in)
replaced by x S ). Similarly, v̂ (x, x S ) is defined as the product
( j)
( j)
(in)
of Ĝ (x, x S ) and ŝ(x S ). SI by MDD involves the retrieval of
ˆ (x , x) by solving eq. (9).
Ḡ
R

In practice, multiple sources may be acting simultaneously and
their power spectra may differ. We comply with this more general
case by considering the total responses instead of the individual

where,

 

Ĉ x R , x  ≡ v̂ (x R ) v̂ (in)∗ x 

(12)

and


 
ˆ x, x  ≡ v̂ (in) (x) v̂ (in)∗ x  .

(13)

ˆ
x  ) as the crosscorrelation function
We refer to Ĉ(x R , x  ) and (x,
(CCF) and the PSF, respectively. Eq. (11) states that the crosscorrelation function coincides with the sought-for Green’s function
convolved with the point-spread function. The PSF quantifies the
smearing of the virtual source in space and time.
Just as eq. (7) reduces to a single summation if the different
sources are uncorrelated (i.e. to eq. 4), so too do eqs (12) and (13).
Assuming ŝ (i) ŝ ( j)∗  = Ŝ (i) δi j , we find,




  
( j)
( j)
Ĉ x R , x  ≡
(14)
v̂ x R , x S v̂ (in)∗ x  , x S ,
j

and,




  (in) 
( j)
( j)
ˆ x, x  ≡
x, x S v̂ (in)∗ x  , x S ,
v̂

(15)

j

respectively. Note that we did not assume the different sources to
be equally strong as Ŝ (i) represents the power spectrum of a specific
(i)
source (at x S ). Furthermore, contrary to SI by crosscorrelation, the
assumption that simultaneously acting sources are uncorrelated is
not required: eq. (11) still holds in case the sources (or scatterers)
illuminating Srcv exhibit some degree of correlation. The resulting
spurious arrivals in C(x R , x  , t) are removed in the deconvolution
process, because these arrivals are captured by (x, x  , t) as well.
For details we refer to Wapenaar et al. (2012).
In Section 5, we employ slowness analysis, which allows the
selection of time windows during which (the bulk of the) energy
traverses Srcv before arriving at x R . This permits the application of SI
ˆ (x , x) by the PSF can be
by MDD. The effect of the ‘blurring’ of Ḡ
R
removed by MDD. Moreover, since the ensemble of time windows
over which crosscorrelations are averaged is in practice not infinite,
spurious arrivals associated with correlations between signal from
different noise sources remain after averaging. Deconvolution by
the PSF suppresses these spurious arrivals (Wapenaar et al. 2011a).
Practical implementation of MDD requires discretization of the
integral along Srcv . In matrix notation, eq. (11) can be written as
ˆ
Ĉ = Ĝ,

(16)

where the rows and columns of Ĉ correspond to different x R and x  ,
respectively; Ĝ and ˆ are organized accordingly. Eq. (16) is solved
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where D̂ is another scale factor. The locations x R , x S , as well as the
contour S, are all confined to the surface. The absence of a conjugate
sign on the right-hand side, implies that the products correspond to
convolutions in the time domain. Just like eq. (1), eq. (8) is strictly
valid only for a single surface wave mode. In reality, multiple surface
wave modes may exist (e.g. Kimman et al. 2012). Throughout this
work, however, we shall assume that a single surface wave mode
dominates the ambient seismic surface wave wavefield.
We note that eq. (8) requires a slightly different interpretation in
case the medium is heterogeneous. First, the reference Green’s function, which is the Green’s function that we aim to retrieve through SI
by MDD, is associated with a medium that coincides with the actual
(heterogeneous) medium inside V, but which is homogeneous on
and outside of S. This implies that the retrieved Green’s function
does not include events scattered back into V. Second, the amplitude of the Green’s function that is retrieved through SI by MDD is
scaled by the absolute amplitude of the cosine of the angle between
ˆ (x , x)
the normal to the surface Srcv and the spatial derivative of Ḡ
R
(Wapenaar et al. 2011b). This scaling coincides with one for the farfield approximation used to derive eq. (A5) (van Dalen et al. 2014).
In case scatterers exist inside V, however, Ḡ (x R , x, t) contains a direct arrival as well as scattered events. The angle-dependent scaling
of the response retrieved through SI by MDD implies that the direct
arrival and each of the scattered events of the retrieved Green’s
function may be scaled with different scaling factors with respect
to their actual amplitude in Ḡ (x R , x, t). In this work we will be
mainly concerned with the (accuracy of the) direct surface wave
arrival.
We consider the vertical (surface wave) particle velocities at x R
and x due to a multitude of vertically polarized surface sources at
( j)
x S . eq. (8) only holds for the inward-propagating part of Ĝ and
( j)
we hence assume the x S to exist on the appropriate side of S (see
Fig. 1b). Substituting the particle velocities in eq. (8) gives for each
source,





( j)
ˆ (x , x) v̂ (in) x, x ( j) dx,
(9)
v̂ x R , x S = D̂ Ḡ
R
S

Seismic interferometry by MDD
for each discrete frequency individually. The (frequency-dependent)
constant D̂ is implicitly included in the obtained solutions for Ĝ.
Right multiplying eq. (16) by the stabilized inverse of  gives
−1

,
Ĝ = Ĉ ˆ +  2 I

(17)

where I denotes the identity matrix and  is a small number. The
degree to which the multidimensional deconvolution has been able
to remove the imprint of the PSF can be diagnosed by the virtualsource function (VSF; van Dalen et al. 2015):
−1

.
ϒ̂ = ˆ ˆ +  2 I

(18)

2.3 Estimating phase velocity
For a single surface wave mode propagating along the surface of
a laterally homogeneous and isotropic Earth, the particle-velocity
Green’s functions in eqs (1) and (8) are proportional to zeroth-order
Hankel functions of the second kind (Aki & Richards 2002; van
Dalen et al. 2015),
(2)
Ĝ(kr ) ∝ H0 (kr ) ,

(19)

where r is the horizontal distance between the source and receiver
coordinate. The wavenumber k coincides with ω/c(ω) for a lossless
medium, where c(ω) is the frequency-dependent phase velocity.
(2)
Since H0 (kr ) ≡ J0 (kr ) − iY0 (kr ), where J0 and Y0 are zerothorder Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively,
(2)
inserting H0 (kr ) in eq. (1) yields 2J0 (kr) at the left-hand side.
This proportionality of the crosscorrelation to a zeroth-order Bessel
function has previously been recognized (e.g. Aki 1957; Yokoi &
Margaryan 2008) and has been used to estimate both surface wave
phase velocity (e.g. Ekström et al. 2009) and surface wave attenuation (Prieto et al. 2009; Weemstra et al. 2013).
The one-sided illumination considered in this study implies that
only estimates of causal Green’s functions are retrieved. A surface
wave velocity estimate can therefore be obtained by equating the
ˆ ) to
zeros of the real and imaginary part of a retrieved Ĉ (or Ḡ
the zeros of J0 (kr) and −Y0 (kr), respectively. By only considering
the zeros, we discard amplitude information. This implies that values ωi (i = 1, 2,...) of frequency are identified for which the real
ˆ ) is zero. For each of these frequenpart of the retrieved Ĉ (or Ḡ
cies, a set of phase velocities cn (ωi ) (n = 1, 2,...) exist for which
J[ωi r/cn (ωi )] = 0. Similarly, denoting the frequencies for which the
imaginary part of the retrieved response coincide with zero by ωj (j
= 1, 2,...), a set of phase velocities cm (ωj ) (m = 1, 2,...) can be found
for each ωj for which −Y0 [ωj r/cm (ωj )] = 0. Selecting a single phase
velocity cn per ωi as well as a single cm per ωj , an array of phase
velocities representing a single dispersion curve is obtained. Of all
the different possible combinations of phase velocities, the one that
gives the seismologically most plausible dispersion curve is chosen
(e.g. Boschi et al. 2013).
A caveat should be made regarding the measurement of phase
velocity between stations whose separation is small with respect
to the wavelength. Halliday & Curtis (2008) and van Dalen et al.
(2015) employ a stationary-phase approximation while evaluating
the integrals in eqs (A2) and (A4), respectively. This implies essentially that an infinite-frequency assumption is made. In fact, Tsai
(2009) shows that the right-hand side of eq. (1) coincides with the
sum of J0 (kr ) − i H 0 (kr ) and its complex conjugate, where H 0 (kr )
is a Struve function of order zero. Even for a uniformly illuminated
2D medium, therefore, the coincidence between the crosscorrelation
and the Green’s function deteriorates at distances small with respect
to the wavelength. For example, at a distance of one wavelength,
that is kr = 2π , the maximum phase difference between J0 (kr ) −
i H 0 (kr ) and J0 (kr) − iY0 (kr) is approximately 0.3 rad, which
corresponds to a traveltime error of 0.3/(2π ) × 100 per cent ≈
4.8 per cent. At distances larger than a few wavelengths, however,
H 0 (kr ) and Y0 (kr) behave very similar (at a distance of three
wavelengths, the maximum traveltime error has already reduced
to 1.8 per cent). Crosscorrelations computed between stations separated by less than a few wavelengths are therefore generally discarded (e.g. Yao et al. 2006). Note that the real part of the infinitefrequency approximation of the crosscorrelation and the real part
of the exact crosscorrelation (and hence their zeros) still coincide
at short distances (Tsai 2009).
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The VSF coincides with an identity matrix in case of perfect deconvolution. The inverse Fourier transform of ϒ̂, that is ϒ(x, x  , t),
represents the space-time source function of the virtual-source response retrieved through SI by MDD. If the deconvolution has been
successful for all frequencies, it coincides with a band-limited spike
centred at x = x  .
Apart from the fact that only inward-propagating energy is considered at Srcv , the right-hand sides of eqs (12) and (7) coincide.
Assuming the one-sided illumination depicted in Fig. 1 therefore
facilitates a direct comparison between SI by crosscorrelation and
SI by MDD. First, accurate response retrieval through SI by crosscorrelation relies critically on the condition that the sources along
Ssrc illuminate the receivers with equal power. The accuracy of the
estimate of Ĝ(x R , x) Ŝ by the crosscorrelation function degrades if
this condition is not met. Additionally, for the configuration considered in Fig. 1(a), the medium is required to be homogeneous
and lossless in order to be able to accurately retrieve Ĝ(x R , x) Ŝ.
Finally, in case the sources along Ssrc are simultaneously acting,
they are required to be uncorrelated. SI by MDD does not suffer
from any of these shortcomings: multidimensional deconvolution
by the PSF corrects the CCF for the effects of (i) irregularities in the
distribution of sources, (ii) differences in the power spectra between
the different sources, and (iii) correlation between different sources.
Furthermore, the one-sided illumination due to sources on Srcv implies that the integral along S in eq. (1) is only partly evaluated. In
the presence of scattering, this absence of equally powerful sources
enclosing V, that is, along S, results in spurious arrivals in the crosscorrelation function due to incomplete cancellation of contributions
from different stationary-phase points (Snieder et al. 2008; Snieder
& Fleury 2010). These spurious arrivals may erroneously be interpreted as being part of Ĝ(x R , x). Virtual-source responses obtained
through SI by MDD do not contain such spurious arrivals, because
the deconvolution by the PSF removes them.
Assuming the medium inside V is homogeneous, the phase of the
correlation function coincides with the phase of the actual medium’s
response in case the illumination by the sources along Ssrc is uniform. Such illumination also implies that the phase of the response
retrieved through SI by MDD coincides with the phase of the response retrieved through SI by crosscorrelation. This becomes apˆ
x)
parent from eq. (11): uniform illumination of Srcv implies (x,
ˆ (x , x) cois purely real and hence the phases of Ĉ(x R , x  ) and Ḡ
R
incide. Even for that ideal case, however, multidimensional deconvolution will still deconvolve the (average) autocorrelation of the
source-time function, that is S(t), from the crosscorrelation function
and correctly account for the losses in the medium.
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(c)

(a)
Figure 2. Location (a,b) and configuration (c) of the T-array. The inverted triangles depict the station locations. The arrows define the local coordinate system
employed in Section 4. In that section, we also use the angle θ to select time windows during which the wavefield possesses a favourable energy flux (see
Section 4). The blue dots in a depict the locations of sources used in the numerical modelling. The black dashed line indicates the cosine probability function
whose peak, zeros, and inflection points are depicted by black squares.

We finally note that in case the medium is dissipative, k is
complex-valued with its real and imaginary part coinciding with
ω/c(ω) and α respectively, that is, k = ω/c − iα, where α denotes
the attenuation coefficient. For values of α that are small in the sense
that α
ω/c, the complex wavenumber can be approximated by
(ωr/c) 1 − (2iαc/ω) (Weemstra et al. 2015). The Hankel function
(2)
may in that case be approximated by H0 (ωr/c(ω))e−αr (Tsai 2011).
The procedure for estimating the phase velocity described above
therefore applies equally well to dissipative media.

3 T H E M A L A R G Ü E S E I S M I C A R R AY
The MalARRgue was u installed in western Argentina at the beginning of 2012. It consisted of two subarrays, a ‘P-array’ and
a ‘T-array’, separated by approximately 100 km. In this work, we
only consider the data recorded by the T-array. More detailed information about MalARRgue can be found in Ruigrok et al. (2012).
Figs 2(a) and (b) present the location of the T-array, which was centred at about 35◦ 24 S, 69◦ 27 W. It was situated on a ∼1400 m high
plateau along the eastern flanks of the immense Andean mountain
range. The area is part of the Mendoza administrative unit.

3.1 Geological setting
As a result of the Andean orogeny the north-south trending
Malargüe anticline developed in the area of the MalARRgue
(Kraemer et al. 2011). The fold axis of this anticline is located approximately 10 km west of the most western stations of the T-array.
East of this anticline, a syntectonic depocenter developed, which
is generally referred to as the Malargüe basin. The formations that
developed in this basin underlie most of the T-array stations. At its
deepest point the Malargüe basin accumulated over 3 km of Tertiary sediments. These sediments rest unconformably over the older
Cretaceous strata and are mainly of Pliocene age (5-1 Ma). They
vary in thickness due to the differential basin subsidence associated
with the Andean orogeny; seismic sections presented in Kraemer
et al. (2011) show how the formations thin progressively towards
the east.

3.2 Array and data characteristics
During almost a year, the T-array continuously sampled (excluding
intermittent gaps in recording at some stations) the wavefield at
32 distinct locations with a sampling rate of 100 samples per second.
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We distinguish between a line of stations aligned NNW–SSE and
a line of stations oriented perpendicular to that line; We refer to
these two lines as the ‘TN-line’ and the ‘TE-line’, respectively
(Fig. 2c). All sensors recorded three orthogonal components of
particle velocity. The deployed sensors were short-period with a
corner frequency of 2 Hz (Sercel L-22) and were borrowed from the
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) under the
conditions of the PASSCAL program (PASSCAL is an acronym for
‘Portable Array Seismic Studies of the Continental Lithosphere’).
Co-located with short-period sensor TN11 was a single broad-band
sensor (Güralp CMG-40T), dubbed TN99. This broad-band sensor
had a corner frequency of 0.033 Hz and served as a reference for
the recordings by the short-period sensors. In Appendix B, we show
that, despite the corner frequency of 2 Hz, the recordings of the
short-period sensors can be used for the application of SI down to
about 0.1 Hz.
In part, the T-array has been designed for the application of SI
by MDD (Ruigrok et al. 2012): surface waves induced by oceanseafloor interaction in the Southern Pacific Ocean will traverse the
TN-line before arriving at a TE station. Consequently, this energy
meets the requirements associated with SI by MDD concerning the
direction of propagation through the ‘boundary’ of the ‘volume’; the
TN-line being part of the boundary and the area in which the TE stations reside being (part of) the volume in this case (compare Fig. 2c
with Fig. 1). The nominal station separation of only 2 km along the
TN-line allows for MDD of surface waves with wavelengths longer
than 4 km. A surface wave phase velocity of 2 km s−1 would therefore allow frequencies up to 0.5 Hz to be eligible for the application
of SI by MDD. Of course, lower/higher phase velocities translate to
lower/higher upper frequency limits. The same criterion applies for

the estimation of the (frequency-dependent) slowness of an incident
wave along the TN-line (see Section 4). This allows separation of
waves travelling in a northward or southward direction and waves
travelling in an eastward or westward direction. Together with a
slowness analysis along the TE-line this enables us to select time
windows during which (most of) the energy is propagating into the
appropriate direction for the application of SI by MDD (i.e. predominantly eastward). This implies that virtual sources are created at
the locations of the TN stations, whereas we retrieve their responses
at the locations of the TE stations. The nominal station separation
along the TE-line is 4 km.
In the previous section, we have shown that SI by MDD involves
deconvolving the virtual-source responses by a PSF. We build the
PSF from the time-averaged noise correlations between the TN
stations. The latter implies that noise recordings are required to be
available over the same period of time for all TN stations and the
TE station at which we want to retrieve the virtual-source response.
Fig. 3 presents the temporal data coverage of all the stations of
the T-array. Data represented by green bars are selected for the
application of SI by MDD. The recordings by sensor TN02 are
discarded altogether for the application of SI by MDD because of
poor data quality. During the periods selected for the application
of SI by MDD, the data set meets the following criteria: (i) only
four or less TN stations are offline, (ii) none of these offline TN
stations are adjacent and, (iii) not a single other TN station is offline
in case station TN03 or station TN20 is. These criteria allow proper
interpolation of the point-spread function if needed (or extrapolation
in case of station TN03 or TN20). We finally note that we have
used the data recorded by station TN99 in case station TN11 was
offline.
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Figure 3. Data availability during 2012 for each of the stations of the T-array (black bars). Green coloured bars (overlain) represent periods during which the
data quality was sufficiently high for the application of MDD. The diurnal gaps are due to the spiky nature of the daytime recordings (Appendix B).
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Figure 4. Amplitude spectrum (a) and phase-velocity dispersion (b) employed in our model.

4 P RO O F O F C O N C E P T : A S I M P L E
NUMERICAL MODEL

4.1 Slowness analysis
The theory in Section 2.2 relies on the assumption of a one-way
wavefield at Srcv . In practice, this often implies that inward- and
outward-propagating waves need to be separated along Srcv (e.g.
Grobbe et al. 2013; van Dalen et al. 2015). The TN stations make
up Srcv in our case, whereas their responses can be retrieved at the
locations of the TE stations. Using the coordinate system defined
in Fig. 2(c), we employ a frequency-dependent slowness analysis
along (a subset of) the TN-line and TE-line to select time windows
during which the wavefield is characterized by a favourable energy
flux.
Let us define the crosscorrelation between a pair of stations (auxiliary numbered m and n) along the TN-line by,
(TN)
Ĉmn

≡

v̂m v̂n∗ ,

(20)

where v̂m and v̂n are the Fourier-transformed recordings of vertical
particle velocity at stations m and n, respectively. Because we model

N
N
(TN)


Ĉmn
1
eiωp y (ym −yn ) ,
(TN)
N (N − 1)/2 m=1 n=m+1 Ĉmn

 
P̂ (TN) p y ≡

(21)

where py denotes the slowness in the y-direction and ym and yn the
y-coordinates of the stations associated with recordings v̂m and v̂n ,
respectively. The number of TN stations used to obtain P̂ (TN) , is
denoted by N. In the application to the field data, this number may
(TN)
computed
vary with frequency and time (see Section 5). For Ĉmn
from recordings of a plane wave whose slowness in the y-direction
, the elements of the double sum in eq. (21) will
is denoted by p̂ (TN)
y
. In practice, we
sum constructively along the real axis for p̂ y = p̂ (TN)
y
(TN)
average P̂ (ω, p y ) over a bandwidth of a quarter octave centred
around ω to obtain a more stable result.
The slowness along the TN-line at which the bulk of the energy
propagates is obtained by,

 
P̂ (TN) p y
,
(22)
= arg max
p̂(TN)
y
py

where the operator [...] maps its complex argument into its real
| is larger than a certain threshpart. Time windows for which | p̂ (TN)
y
old are discarded. This threshold depends on the location of the TE
station at which we aim to retrieve the virtual-source response and
(TN)
a reference phase velocity cref along the TN-line. The threshold
for a station TEk (k = 1, 2,...,13) is given by
(TN)
p̂trh (TEk) =

cos (θk )
(TN)

cref

,

(23)

where the angle θ k between the y-axis and the location of station
TEk is measured at station TN03 (see Fig. 2c). This implies that
for lower k (and hence higher cos (θ k )), a larger number of time
windows will qualify for the application of SI by MDD.
An additional slowness analysis along the TE-line is performed
to determine whether the energy is propagating in a positive or
negative x-direction and at which speed. This second procedure is
contingent on the outcome of the slowness analysis along the TNline: it is only initiated for those time windows (and frequencies)
that were not discarded. Similar to eq. (20), the crosscorrelation
between a pair of stations (auxiliary numbered m and n) along the
TE-line is defined as,
(TE)
≡ v̂m v̂n∗ ,
Ĉmn

(24)

where v̂m and v̂n are the Fourier-transformed recordings of vertical
particle velocity at stations m and n, respectively. We define,
P̂ (TE) ( px ) ≡

N
N
(TE)


Ĉmn
1
eiωpx (xm −xn ) ,
(TE)
N (N − 1)/2 m=1 n=m+1 Ĉmn

(25)
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In this section, we showcase the benefits of using SI by MDD instead of using SI by crosscorrelation for the station configuration
of the T-array. We modelled synthetic data due to excitations along
the west coast of South America. These synthetic recordings were
processed with the same software as was used for the field data
later on. The modelled data hence served as an excellent test case
for our slowness analysis, crosscorrelation, and MDD codes. The
considered source distribution is presented in Fig. 2(a) and rather
arbitrary: source latitudes are drawn from an approximately northsouth aligned cosine probability function (dashed line) whose peak,
zeros, and inflection points are depicted by black squares; source
longitudes are drawn from a uniform probability function with an
east-west extent of a few hundred kilometres. Two additional clusters of sources are created, representative of increased ocean wave
activity (e.g. due to regional storms). These sources act sequentially,
which implies that eq. (14) applies. We assume a laterally homogeneous, non-dissipative Earth and vertical point sources (conform
eqs 1 and 8; see Appendix A). The (frequency-domain) surface
wave Green’s functions are therefore simply given by the Hankel
functions described in Section 2.3. The amplitude spectra of the
sources coincide and the phase is zero for all frequencies. The fact
that the amplitude spectra coincide, implies that the non-uniform
illumination of the T-array is solely due to the spatially non-uniform
distribution of sources. The source amplitude spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4(a). An increase of phase velocity with depth is suggested
by means of a frequency-dependent phase-velocity (Fig. 4b). The
values in Figs 4(a) and (b) are representative of the amplitude of the
Earth’s ambient seismic field and its surface wave phase velocity,
respectively (e.g. Ekström 2014).

sequential sources in this section, each recording contains signal due
(TN)
to a single source. In Section 5, however, the Ĉmn
are associated
with crosscorrelations of individual time windows. We define the
‘power’ along (a subset of) this line by
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Table 1. Meaning of the various acronyms and abbreviations used in this work.
Abbreviation

Details

MalARRgue
PASSCAL
MDD
CCF
PSF
VSF
CC1
CC3
DM

The Malargüe Seismic Array
Portable Array Seismic Studies of the Continental Lithosphere
Multidimensional deconvolution (applied to CC1 responses)
The crosscorrelation function; defined in eq. (12)
The point-spread function; defined in eq. (13)
The virtual-source function; defined in eq. (18)
CCF computed from recordings selected by means of slowness analysis
CCF computed from all available recordings (green coloured bars in Fig. 3)
Directly modelled virtual-source responses

px

Time windows for which p̂x(TE) is smaller than a certain threshold
are neglected. Of course, also this threshold depends on the location
of the TE station at which we aim to retrieve the virtual-source
(TE)
response and another reference phase velocity, denoted by cref .
The threshold for a station TEk (k = 1, 2,...,13) is given by
(TE)
p̂trh (TEk) =

sin (θk )
(TE)

cref

.

(27)

The thresholds defined in eqs (23) and (27) depend on the ref(TN)
(TE)
erence phase velocities cref and cref , respectively. While evaluating the slownesses of our synthetic recordings, we simply use the
model’s dispersion curve, that is, the curve in Fig. 4(b), to compute
these thresholds. For our field data, this is of course not possible.
(TN)
(TE)
In that case, we estimate cref and cref separately, using responses
obtained through SI by crosscorrelation of all available recordings
(black bars in Fig. 3; see Section 5).

4.2 Results
We compare responses obtained using SI by crosscorrelation with
responses obtained through SI by MDD. Results obtained from
the application of SI by crosscorrelation using all time windows
(and hence all sources) are referred to as CC3. Application of SI by
| is smaller
crosscorrelation to that subset of the data for which | p̂(TN)
y
(TN)
(TE)
than p̂trh and p̂x(TE) is larger than p̂trh , yields responses which we
refer to as CC1. The chosen abbreviations are consistent with the
study of van Dalen et al. (2015). Multidimensionally deconvolving
the CC1 responses by the PSF subsequently results in the improved
MDD responses. We additionally benchmark the retrieved responses
against the directly modelled (DM) responses. A summary of these
(and other) abbreviations is given in Table 1.
The non-uniform illumination causes the virtual-source responses to deviate significantly from the actual source responses.
This is exemplified in Fig. 5 using the response at station TE10 due
to a virtual source at the location of station TN07: the CC3 response

Figure 5. Comparison of the different methods and/or data sets (abbreviations explained in the main text) using the synthetic data. Responses are
retrieved at station TE10 and are due to a virtual source at station TN07.
The responses are filtered between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz.

is rather dissimilar from the correct medium response (CC3 versus
DM; bottom). The selection of time windows with an energy flux fit
for the application of SI by MDD yields some improvement (CC1
versus CC3), but there remains a discrepancy (CC1 versus DM).
Applying SI by MDD to the CC1 results (CC1 versus MDD) mostly
corrects the crosscorrelation results for the non-uniform illumination pattern and results in a good fit to the directly modelled response
(MDD versus DM). Fig. S1 (Supporting Information) makes the
same comparison for most of the virtual sources. Especially for the
TN stations with low numbers, application of MDD results in a good
fit to the directly modelled responses (top left), whereas the fit of
the CC1 responses is significantly poorer (top right). The difference
between the two methods can be assessed, qualitatively at least, at
the bottom right.
A similar numerical example presented by Wapenaar et al.
(2011a) considered simultaneously acting, uncorrelated noise
sources instead of sequential sources. Station-station crosscorrelations computed from such individual noise recordings contain
spurious arrivals due to the simultaneously acting sources. Averaging crosscorrelations over a large number of time windows reduces
the relative amplitude of such spurious signal (eq. 12). For a finite
number of time windows, however, such signal will never disappear
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where px denotes the slowness in the x-direction and xm and xn
the x-coordinates of the stations associated with recordings v̂m and
v̂n , respectively. The number of TE stations used to obtain P̂ (TE) , is
denoted by N. Just as for P̂ (TN) , this number may vary with frequency
(TE)
and time in the application to the field data (see Section 5). For Ĉmn
computed from recordings of a plane wave whose slowness in the
x-direction is denoted by p̂x(TE) , the elements of the double sum in
eq. (25) will sum constructively along the real axis for p̂x = p̂x(TE) .
Just as for P̂ (TN) ( p y ), we average P̂ (TE) (ω, px ) over a bandwidth
of a quarter octave centred around ω. The slowness at which most
energy propagates along the TE-line is given by,


(26)
P̂ (TE) ( px ) .
p̂x(TE) = arg max
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Figure 6. Virtual-source responses along the TE-line obtained from SI by crosscorrelation; the virtual source is located at station TN11.

completely. Wapenaar et al. (2011a) show that SI by MDD also has
the ability to suppress these spurious arrivals.
5 A P P L I C AT I O N T O T H E M A L A R R G U E
D ATA S E T
In this section, we present the results of the application of SI to
the noise recordings of the T-array. Throughout this section, the
length of the time window employed is 10 min and an overlap of
50 per cent between consecutive windows is used. We first describe
the preprocessing and present the results of the slowness analysis;
subsequently we present the results of the application of SI by MDD
to the recordings of the selected time windows. For brevity, we only
present the MDD results for frequencies lower than 0.2 Hz in this
section. In Appendix C, results for frequencies higher than 0.2 Hz
are presented.
5.1 Preprocessing and slowness analysis
We employ the frequency-dependent slowness analysis described
in Section 4.1 to select time windows during which the wavefield
possesses a favourable energy flux. This implies that we require estimates of the surface wave phase velocities along the TN-line and

(TN)
TE-line to determine for each station TEk the thresholds p̂trh (TEk)
(TE)
and p̂trh (TEk), respectively. For frequencies below 0.2 Hz we use
Rayleigh wave fundamental-mode phase velocities for the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM; Dziewonski & Anderson 1981)
with the oceanic layer removed. At these frequencies, the wavelengths of the surface waves are large with respect to the average
station separation. The PREM does not accurately describe the near
surface, however, and can therefore not be used to predict phase
velocities of surface waves sensitive to shallower structure. For fre(TN)
(TE)
quencies higher than 0.2 Hz we therefore estimate cref and cref
from the surface wave responses obtained from SI by crosscorrelation using the entire data set (black coloured data in Fig. 3).
The time-averaged crosscorrelations between station TN11 and
all the TE stations, and station TN20 and all the other TN stations
are depicted in Figs 6 and 7, respectively. Energy at positive time
(generally referred to as the ‘causal part’) is associated with signal
travelling from the virtual source to the receiver, whereas energy
at negative time is associated with energy travelling in the opposite direction (generally referred to as the ‘acausal part’). Along
the TE-line, as well as the TN-line, the causal parts exhibit the
largest amplitudes for all frequency bands. This implies that, on
average, most ambient surface waves are travelling eastward and
northward, respectively. The virtual-source responses of TN11 and
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Figure 7. Virtual-source responses along the TN-line obtained from SI by crosscorrelation; the virtual source is located at station TN20.
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(TN)

Figure 8. Dispersion curves derived from the frequency-wavenumber spectra presented in the Supporting Information (Figs S2–S5). Note that below
0.2 Hz Rayleigh-wave fundamental-mode phase velocities for the prelimi(TN)
(TE)
nary reference Earth model were used. Consequently, cref and cref coincide below 0.2 Hz.

5.2 Results
We apply SI by MDD to the crosscorrelations averaged over the
selected time windows. Prior to crosscorrelation, and hence for
each window individually (and also for each station individually),
recordings are normalized with respect to the root-mean-square of
the spectral amplitudes between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. This reduces the
impact of high amplitude, transient events on the time-averaged
crosscorrelations. The PSF is built from the crosscorrelations
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TE20 (i.e. the causal parts in Figs 6 and 7, respectively) were used
(TE)
(TN)
to estimate cref and cref , respectively. To that end, we Fourier
transformed the responses to the frequency-wavenumber (f, k) domain (e.g. Park et al. 1998). Estimating these velocities from the
(f, k)-spectra implies that the medium is assumed to be invariant
along the two station lines. Especially at higher frequencies, however, this assumption turns out to be severely violated. For example,
between 0.4 and 0.8 Hz the moveout along the TE-line shows a
clear bend around station TE06 (Fig. 6). We have therefore selected
different subsets of stations for different frequency bands and computed frequency-wavenumber spectra for these subsets. Of course,
P̂ (TN) and P̂ (TE) are later computed from the recordings by the same
subsets of stations.
The frequency-wavenumber spectra from which the dispersion
curves are extracted can be found in the Supporting Information
(Figs S2–S5). Wavenumber curves are obtained by picking for each
frequency the wavenumber associated with the maximum amplitude of the frequency-wavenumber spectrum; wavenumbers are only
picked for those frequencies for which the frequency-wavenumber
spectra exhibit a clear maximum. The picked wavenumbers are
translated to velocities and the obtained curves are subsequently
smoothed over a frequency band of a quarter octave to yield the
dispersion curves depicted in Fig. 8. Around 0.2 Hz, the retrieved
phase velocities are relatively close to the dispersion curve derived
from the PREM model. At higher frequencies, however, a clear
disparity between the surface wave phase velocity in the eastern
part of the array (dispersion curve extracted from the virtual-source
responses at stations TE07–TE13) and the western part of the array
can be observed (other dispersion curves). The higher velocities in
the east can most probably be attributed to the limited depth of the
Malargüe basin below that part of the array (Kraemer et al. 2011;
Nishitsuji et al. 2014).
The dispersion curves depicted in Fig. 8 are used to determine
(TN)
(TE)
for each station TEk the thresholds p̂trh (T Ek) and p̂trh (TEk).
(TN)
and P̂ (TE)
As pointed out in Section 4.1, completely accurate P̂
will only be obtained in case of a homogeneous subsurface and the
presence of a single source. In practice, however, signal originating
from multiple (potentially simultaneously acting) sources may arrive in a single time window. Moreover, despite the use of subsets
of stations, spatial variations of the surface wave phase velocity
and p̂x(TE) . To
may still degrade the accuracy of the estimates p̂(TN)
y

account for such inaccuracies, we decrease cref by 10 per cent
(TE)
and increase cref by 10 per cent while computing the thresholds in
eqs (23) and (27), respectively. Both P̂ (TN) and P̂ (TE) are averaged
over a bandwidth of a quarter octave and P̂ (TE) is only computed
(TN)
| < p̂trh . Furthermore, they are
for time windows for which | p̂ (TN)
y
and p̂x(TE) are
computed at increments of 0.01 Hz and hence p̂ (TN)
y
compared against their respective thresholds at these increments
only.
Fig. 9 presents the result of the slowness analysis at 0.12 Hz.
The power along the TE-line ( [ P̂ (TE) ]; bottom) is only shown for
time windows during which the energy flux is favourable for the
retrieval of a virtual-source response at station TE07. Most of the
energy is propagating (sub)parallel to the TN-line, but in both directions. This appears to contradict the higher amplitude causal part
of the virtual-source responses along the TN-line (Fig. 7). However,
whereas the northward propagating energy hits the TE-line dominantly at a right angle (i.e. p̂x(TE) ≈ 0), the southward propagating energy is hitting this line mostly at smaller angles. Consequently, this
energy is not coming from a stationary-phase direction and hence
gives a subdominant contribution to the time-averaged crosscorrelation (Snieder 2004). Note that this is not immediately clear from
Fig. 9, because [ P̂ (TE) ] (bottom) is only displayed for windows for
(TN)
(TE)
| < p̂trh and p̂x(TE) > p̂trh . A number of conclusions
which | p̂(TN)
y
can be drawn from Fig. 9. First, it appears that there are sufficient
time windows during which the wavefield possesses a favourable
energy flux for the application of SI by MDD. Second, these time
windows are (fairly) uniformly distributed over time. Finally, occasional body-wave energy (px ≈ 0) can be observed, which may
hinder the successful application of MDD. Results of the slowness
analysis at 0.32 Hz are presented in Fig. C1 of Appendix C.
Fig. 10 shows how the surface waves associated with the secondary microseisms illuminate the T-array more frequently from a
favourable direction than the surface waves at higher frequencies
(0.2–0.5 Hz) do. This results in an overall higher number of time
windows that qualify for the application of SI by MDD. In the Supporting Information (Fig. S6), a histogram is presented showing the
cumulative number of selected time windows for the MDD eligible period (green coloured data in Fig. 3). It is useful to note that
although the absolute number of selected time windows changes
from one TE station to another due to the changing thresholds, the
pattern of the distribution of the number of selected time windows
with frequency and time remains approximately the same.
Fig. 11 presents the average [ P̂ (TN) ] (solid line) and [ P̂ (TE) ]
(dashed line) at 0.12 Hz. It reveals that the selected time windows
are, on average, associated with recordings of ambient surface wave
noise with a positive y component; this statement holds for both
frequencies. The average of [ P̂ (TE) ] peaks of course just above
(TE)
p̂x(TE) = p̂trh , but does also show some energy at lower p̂x(TE) , which
most likely can be attributed to body waves hitting the T-array from
below. The average [ P̂ (TN) ] and [ P̂ (TE) ] at 0.32 Hz are presented
in Fig. C2 of Appendix C.
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(TN)

(TN)

and − p̂trh

(TE)

(top) and p̂trh (bottom) for station TE07.

Figure 10. Distribution with time and frequency of time windows selected for the application of SI by MDD for receiver TE07. Time windows are counted per
day and normalized with respect to the overall maximum. Recall that P̂ (TN) and P̂ (TE) are computed at increments of 0.01 Hz and averaged over a bandwidth
of a quarter octave.

between the TN stations, which act as the virtual sources. The PSF
is linearly interpolated for offline TN stations. The crosscorrelation
function is computed from the crosscorrelations between each of
the virtual sources and the TE station at which we aim to retrieve
the virtual-source responses. Recall that the frequency dependency
of the slowness analysis implies that the CCF and PSF may be associated with different sets of time windows for different frequencies.
Similarly, with increasing number of the TE station at which we aim
to retrieve the virtual-source responses, the number of selected time
windows decreases. Due to the fact that slownesses are not evaluated
at each frequency, but at increments of 0.01 Hz only, we smooth the
amplitude spectrum over a bandwidth of 0.01 Hz prior to inverse
Fourier transformation. This prevents the occurrence of ringing effects, due to the stepwise increase or decrease of the number of
selected time windows with frequency (see Supporting Information Fig. S6). All frequency-domain results presented in this section
(and the next) are of course unaffected by this smoothing as the
inversion in eq. (17) is performed for each frequency individually.
In this and the next sections, we mainly present (results based on
the) virtual-source responses retrieved at station TE07.

Fig. 12 shows the virtual-source responses retrieved at station
TE07 filtered between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz. We again restrict ourselves
to the virtual sources TN06–TN17, because the truncation of the
PSF on the northern and southern ends of the TN line does not allow
a fair comparison between SI by crosscorrelation and SI by MDD
for the most northern and southern virtual sources. The absence
of time windows associated with a predominant flux of energy
towards the west has reduced and in many cases simply eliminated
the amplitudes of the acausal parts (CC1 versus CC3). Also, the CC1
responses are significantly more condensed in time than the CC3
responses. Multidimensional deconvolution of the CC1 responses
does not appear to have a large effect. Focusing on the main arrival,
however, we observe a systematic time shift (Fig. 13). This time
shift is virtual-source dependent: the MDD process decreases the
arrival time of the main peak of the responses of the southern virtual
sources, whereas it slightly delays the arrival of the main peak of
the responses of the northern virtual sources. The source functions
for virtual source TN15 are depicted in Fig. 14. The smearing of the
source function of the crosscorrelation response, quantified by the
PSF, is apparent. We also note that the PSF is not symmetric in space
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Figure 9. [ P̂ (TN) ] (top) and [ P̂ (TE) ] (bottom) at 0.12 Hz and normalized with respect to their maximum value, that is, with respect to [ P̂ (TN) ( p̂ y )] and
(TE)
[ P̂ (TE) ( p̂x )], respectively. Whereas [ P̂ (TN) ] are computed and depicted for all time windows, [ P̂ (TE) ] are only computed and shown for time windows
(TN)
(TN)
(TE)
(TE)
(TN)
(TE)
during which | p̂ y | < p̂trh (TE07) and p̂x > p̂trh (TE07). Furthermore, although p̂ y
and p̂x
were determined for each (10 min) time window
individually, [ P̂ (TN) ] and [ P̂ (TE) ] are averaged over a period of one hour and half an hour, respectively. This was done for practical reasons: the size of the
(TN)
figure does not allow interpretation at higher resolution, whereas temporal averaging reduces the file size significantly. The dashed black lines indicate + p̂trh
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(TN)

grey line indicate ± p̂trh

(TE)

and p̂trh , respectively.

Figure 13. Comparison between the main arrivals of the different virtualsource responses. Responses are retrieved at station TE07 and filtered between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz.

5.3 Illumination effects
Figure 12. Comparison between the different virtual-source responses. Responses are retrieved at station TE07 and filtered between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz.
Note the difference in scale along the time axis between left and right. The
area in the black box is shown at a higher resolution in Fig. 13. A comparison
of the virtual-source responses filtered between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz is presented
in Appendix C (Fig. C3).

with respect to the virtual source, which results in a time shift of
the crosscorrelation response with respect to the actual, medium’s
Green’s function (Wapenaar et al. 2011b). SI by MDD corrects
for the smearing of the source function and hence the time shift,
as witnessed by Fig. 13. After MDD, the focused source function
(VSF in Fig. 14) is more condensed in space with values close to
zero at locations other than the virtual source. We also observe that
it is more condensed in time, although the improvement is relatively
small.

The time shifts in Fig. 13 correspond to phase shifts in the frequency
domain. Fig. 15 depicts the phases of the different virtual-source
responses at a frequency of 0.12 Hz. For comparison, the phases
of the virtual-source responses of a PREM Earth are depicted. The
(2)
latter are simply the phases of H0 (ωr/c), where ω = 2π × 0.12,
r the distance between the virtual source and station TE07, and c
the PREM phase velocity at 0.12 Hz (Fig. 4b). The fact that this
phase is larger than most of the phases of the retrieved virtualsource responses (CC3, CC1 and MDD) implies that the signal at
0.12 Hz arrives slightly later in the actual medium than it would
in a PREM Earth (note that phase increases counter-clockwise,
by definition, whereas the Hankel function and the phases of our
retrieved responses rotate clockwise with increasing time because
of the Fourier transform convention adopted). Fig. 15 shows how
the phases of the virtual-source responses change significantly by
selecting only time windows during which the wavefield possesses
a favourable energy flux (CC1 versus CC3). More explicitly than
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Figure 11. Average of [ P̂ (TN) ] (solid curve) and [ P̂ (TE) ] (dashed curve)
over all time windows with a favourable energy flux, that is, time windows for
(TN)
(TN)
(TE)
(TE)
which | p̂ y | < p̂trh and p̂x > p̂trh . The solid grey lines and dashed
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Fig. 13, it also shows the merit of subsequently multidimensionally
deconvolving those responses (MDD versus CC1). The virtualsource responses in line with the dominant noise direction (TN17–
TN13) experience a positive phase shift, whereas the MDD enforces
a negative phase shift for the responses from the virtual sources in
the north. This indeed implies a decrease in traveltime (and hence an
increase in phase velocity) for the responses of the southern virtual
sources and an increase in traveltime (and hence a decrease in phase
velocity) for the responses of the northern virtual sources.
The correction observed in Fig. 15 is the correction that one would
expect based on the results of Weaver et al. (2009). These authors
consider a pair of stations embedded in a homogeneous 2-D medium
and illuminated by ballistic waves. The power of the illumination
by the ballistic waves is denoted by B(φ), where φ denotes the
angle, measured positive counter-clockwise, with respect to the line
pointing from the receiver at x R towards the virtual source at x S .
For an arbitrary (but smooth) B(φ) they find that the traveltime error
due to the non-uniformity of the illumination pattern is given by
δt ≈

B  (0)
,
2tω2 B(0)

(28)

where δt denotes the traveltime error with respect to the traveltime
associated with a uniform illumination pattern, t the measured traveltime and B (0) the second derivative of B(φ) evaluated at φ = 0.
A positive error means an arrival time earlier than the true arrival

time by an amount of δt. Eq. (28) implies that a maximum of B(φ) at
φ = 0 (i.e. a positive second derivative) results in an arrival time later
than the true arrival time, whereas a minimum of B(φ) at φ = 0 (i.e.
a negative second derivative) results in an arrival time earlier than
the true arrival time. The contour plot on the right side of Fig. 15
serves as an estimate of the illumination pattern. The highest flux of
energy appears to be parallel to the line connecting virtual source
TN16 with stations TE07. According to eq. (28), this would result
in a measured traveltime larger than the traveltime associated with
the actual medium’s Green’s function for this virtual source. Fig. 15
shows how MDD decreases this erroneously large traveltime of the
responses of the southern virtual sources, whereas it increases the
erroneously small traveltime of the responses of the northern virtual
sources. It therefore nicely demonstrates the spatial character of the
MDD in eq. (17).
The fact that irregularities in the illumination pattern may not
only lead to underestimations of the true arrival time but can also
lead to overestimations of the true arrival may seem counterintuitive.
It is therefore useful to note that this can be understood by considering the phase of the asymptotic approximation of the homogeneous
medium’s Green’s function, that is, the phase of the asymptotic
approximation of the Hankel function, and the limiting case of
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Figure 14. Comparison between source function of the crosscorrelation
function, that is, the point-spread function, and the source function of the
response obtained by SI by MDD, that is, the VSF for virtual source TN15.
The PSF and VSF are not shown for stations TN03-TN05 because they did
not show a significant signature at those locations.

Figure 15. Phase of the different virtual-source responses at TE07 at
0.12 Hz. Phases of the responses obtained by the crosscorrelation of all
data (green coloured bars in Fig. 3) are depicted by the blue dots (CC3).
Phases of the responses obtained by the crosscorrelation of the data selected
by means of a slowness analysis along both station lines are depicted by
the red dots (CC1; slownesses of these windows along TE-line are shown
in Fig. 9). The phases of the responses obtained by multidimensionally deconvolving the latter responses are depicted by the green dots (MDD). The
phases of a surface wave response of a PREM Earth are depicted by the
black dots. The dashed black line indicates the location of a virtual source
along the TN-line of which the azimuth of the line connecting it with station
TE07 coincides with the azimuth of the slowness vector whose components
are given by the maxima in Fig. 11. The contour on the right represents
a histogram of the number of selected windows per slowness vector as a
function of the azimuth and velocity associated with these slowness vectors.
Values are normalized with respect to the overall maximum, which implies
that dark blue colours represent values close to zero, whereas dark red represents a value of one. The azimuths along the vertical axis coincide with the
azimuths of the lines connecting the virtual sources on the left with TE07.
This implies that the azimuth is measured positive clockwise from the x-axis
in Fig. 2. The phase of the different virtual-source responses at 0.32 Hz is
presented in Appendix C (Fig. C4).
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application of SI by MDD gives rise to different zeros and hence an
improved estimate of phase-velocity dispersion. Often, realistic velocity values are determined at the longest periods only, after which
the dispersion curve is ‘tracked’ from longer periods to shorter periods, extending it with one zero at a time. Extension to shorter
periods stops once it is not possible to unambiguously determine
the next cn (e.g. Ekström 2014). In the supporting material, we
present two additional examples: one where it is straightforward to
track the phase-velocity dispersion up to 0.4 Hz (S7) and one where
it is impossible to track unambiguously the phase velocity up to
frequencies higher than approximately 0.25 Hz (S8).

5.5 Temporal stability

illumination of the virtual source by a single impulsive source
aligned with the receiver and the virtual source, that is, B(φ) = δ(φ).
(2)
At distances larger than about one wavelength, the phase of H0 (kr )
can be approximated by −kr + π /4, which is the phase retrieved in
case the medium would be illuminated uniformly from all angles. In
the limiting case, however, the phase of the crosscorrelation between
the signal recorded by the virtual source and that signal recorded
by the receiver at x R is simply given by −kr, which implies a traveltime larger than the traveltime of the actual medium’s Green’s
function. We finally note that, in general, eq. (28) may be more
applicable to lower-frequency surface waves (primary and double
frequency peak). Such long period seismic surface waves have limited sensitivity to the shallow, more heterogeneous Earth structure.
Consequently, their behaviour is generally better approximated by
the homogeneous medium’s Green’s function than the behaviour of
higher-frequency surface waves (e.g. Ekström 2014).

5.4 Phase velocity estimation
We employ the technique described in Section 2.3 to estimate phasevelocity dispersion at frequencies between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz for the
response at station TE07 due to a virtual source at TN15. To that
end, we determine the linear combination of third-order polynomials (cubic splines) that best fits the behaviour of the real and
imaginary parts of the retrieved responses. The polynomials are
equally spaced and selected such that their linear combination is
sufficiently smooth. Fig. 16 depicts the real and imaginary parts
of the different virtual-source responses between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz
and their fit. We equate the zeros of the real parts to the zeros of
J0 (ωr/c). Additionally, the imaginary parts of the virtual-source
responses associated with a one-sided illumination are used (CC1
and MDD). Because the aperture of the T-array is short with respect
to the wavelength of the surface waves at those frequencies, we
equate the zeros of the imaginary parts to the zeros of H0 (ωr/c),
instead of Y0 (ωr/c). The phase-velocity curve that gives the seismologically most plausible dispersion curve is easily determined in
this case: it is obtained by connecting the zeros cn closest to the
PREM dispersion curve with line segments. Fig. 16 shows how the
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Figure 16. Zeros of J0 (ωi r/cn ) and H0 (ωi r/cn ) for a set of phase velocities cn (ωi ) at those frequencies ωi for which the real and imaginary parts,
respectively, of the retrieved virtual-source responses are zero. For comparison the phase-velocity dispersion curve associated with the PREM model
is depicted (solid black line).

Recently, time-lapse monitoring using time-lapse (henceforth
‘lapse’) crosscorrelations of ambient seismic surface wave noise
has attracted a great deal of attention (e.g. Obermann et al. 2014).
Such studies generally focus on the coda of the crosscorrelations,
where the term coda refers to the later arriving, multiply scattered
waves. The reason to use the coda is twofold. First, the multiple scattering implies that these waves have sampled the subsurface very densely and hence are more sensitive to tiny mechanical
and structural changes in that subsurface. Second, the coda of the
lapse crosscorrelations has proved less sensitive to temporal variations in the illumination pattern than the direct (first) arrival (e.g.
Hadziioannou et al. 2009; Colombi et al. 2014; Lehujeur
et al. 2015). Reducing the sensitivity of lapse crosscorrelations
to the illumination pattern is therefore of immediate interest for
such studies. Just as in the previous section, we concentrate on the
virtual-source responses retrieved at station TE07.
The low number of time windows that qualify for the application
of SI by MDD between 0.15 and 0.2 Hz (see Supporting Information
Fig. S6), does not allow the retrieval of stable lapse responses at these
frequencies, whereas at frequencies below 0.1 Hz our short-periods
sensors cannot recover vertical ground velocity successfully (see
Appendix B). Above 0.20 Hz the number of selected windows increases again, but their distribution in time is rather patchy (Fig. 10),
rendering the retrieval of stable lapse responses infeasible. Consequently, we restrict our attention to the responses between 0.10 and
0.15 Hz. This is also the frequency band for which the application
of SI by MDD to all selected windows appeared to be most successful. The rather narrow frequency band does not lend itself well for
analysis in the time domain, that is, after inverse Fourier transformation. We therefore investigate the stability of the retrieved lapse
responses in the frequency domain. Note that this implies that both
the direct arrival and the coda are included in the evaluated lapse
responses.
We separately evaluate the variation of the phase and amplitude of the lapse responses. The phases and amplitudes of the
lapse responses retrieved at station TE07 from virtual sources
TN06,...,TN17 are considered (only responses between 0.10 and
0.15 Hz though). The lapse CC3 responses are obtained by averaging over a total of 12000 time windows, excluding gaps. This
implies that the difference between the start and the end of the total
period of time, over which individual responses are averaged, varies
between approximately 2.5 months and 5 months [recall that (i) an
overlap of 50 per cent has been used, (ii) that data between 10:00
am and 11:00 pm were discarded, and (iii) that larger data gaps exist due to many offline stations]. Lapse responses are computed at
increments of 100 time windows and they are placed in time by simply averaging the times associated with the 12 000 individual time
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windows. The lapse CC1 responses are computed by taking into
(TN)
| < p̂trh (TE07)
account only those time windows for which | p̂ (TN)
y
(TE)
and p̂x(TE) > p̂trh (TE07). The lapse MDD responses are in turn obtained by MDD of these lapse CC1 responses with a lapse PSF
computed from the same set of selected time windows. In the Supporting Information (Fig. S9) we present the temporal variation of
the phase and amplitude at 0.12 Hz of the lapse responses from
virtual source TN07.
We have no reason to believe that the subsurface surface wave
response at low frequencies might have changed over the course
of 2012 (which could be the case, for example, due to a large
nearby earthquake; Obermann et al. 2014). Therefore, in case the
retrieved lapse virtual-source responses would coincide with the
actual-medium responses, their phases should be constant over time.
We observe that this is not the case for any of the retrieved responses
(Fig. 17). In this figure we systematically compare the magnitude of
the variations in phase and amplitude between the different methods.
The phases and amplitudes of the lapse responses from virtual
sources TN06,...,TN17 are used (only responses between 0.10 and
0.15 Hz though). We infer from Fig. 17 that especially the variation
in amplitude of the lapse MDD responses is significantly less than
that of the lapse CC1 and CC3 responses. Although we do observe
a slight improvement in the stability of the MDD responses with
respect to the CC1 responses for some virtual source-receiver pairs
(e.g. Supporting Information Fig. S9), a systematic improvement is
not recognizable in the histograms. We conclude from Fig. 17 that
the application of SI by MDD improves the stability of the lapse
responses obtained by SI by crosscorrelation.

6 C O N C LU S I O N S
We applied SI by MDD to recordings of vertical particle velocity
of ambient seismic noise recorded by a seismic array in Malargüe,
Argentina. Using the configuration of this array and assuming a
(very simple) laterally homogeneous subsurface, we modelled syn-
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Figure 17. Distributions of amplitude (left) and phase (right) of the lapse
responses with respect to their mean values. Distributions are computed from
all virtual-source responses between 0.10 and 0.15 Hz which are retrieved at
station TE07. Amplitudes of the lapse responses are normalized with respect
to the mean amplitude for each frequency, virtual source-receiver pair, and
method individually. The colours of the histograms correspond to the kind
of responses and comply with results presented in the other figures: CC3 is
blue, CC1 is red and MDD is green.

thetic data. We show that application of SI by MDD to the synthetic
data results in retrieved surface wave responses that approximate
the actual-medium responses significantly better than surface wave
responses obtained through SI by crosscorrelation. In application
to field data, we mainly focused on the phase of the retrieved responses. In case of an anisotropic illumination pattern, we find that
SI by MDD improves the phases of responses obtained through
SI by crosscorrelation. This improvement is most pronounced for
pairs of virtual sources and receivers whose separation is small with
respect to the wavelength. We find that the sign of the phase correction resulting from the MDD process coincides with the sign of
the phase correction one would expect based on the illumination
pattern. Our results have implications for tomographic studies exploiting the ambient seismic field through the application of SI by
crosscorrelation. Many of those studies often discard virtual-source
responses computed between stations separated by less than a few
wavelengths. Our results indicate that the application of SI by MDD
allows those virtual-source responses to be corrected and hence the
paths associated with those station couples to be included in the tomographic inversion. For our data set, the phase velocities extracted
from the retrieved virtual-source responses reveal that, especially at
frequencies higher than approximately 0.4 Hz, surface wave velocities increase towards the east. Most likely, this can be attributed to
the progressive thinning of the sedimentary infill of the Malargüe
basin in that direction.
We find that for station separations larger than a few wavelengths,
the application of SI by MDD does not yield much improvement.
There can be several reasons for this, most of them associated with
the violation of one or more of the assumptions underlying SI by
MDD. First, the PSF is assumed to sample the incoming wavefield sufficiently densely. For the shorter wavelengths in this study,
however, the nominal station separation of 2 km along the TN-line
may give rise to spatial aliasing. Second, too much body-wave energy would deteriorate the effectiveness of SI by MDD for surface
waves (Figs C1 and C2 indicate that quite some body-wave energy
arrives at 0.32 Hz during the selected time windows). Third, the
medium is required to be laterally invariant along the line of receivers used to construct the PSF. The dispersion curves in Fig. 8
suggest that this assumption does not hold at higher frequencies
(>0.2 Hz), which adversely affects the quality of the virtual-source
responses retrieved through SI by MDD. Finally, the theory assumes
the surface wave wavefield to be dominated by a single surface wave
mode. Especially between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz, however, multiple surface wave modes cannot be ruled out (e.g. Supporting Information
Fig. S5).
Although we did not investigate the amplitude of the retrieved
virtual-source responses computed from all (selected) time windows, we did evaluate the stability of the amplitudes of the lapse responses. Limiting ourselves to frequencies between 0.1 and 0.15 Hz,
we found that the amplitudes of the responses retrieved through SI
by MDD are more stable and hence more precise. We did not observe a significant increase in stability of the phases of the responses
retrieved through SI by MDD. We finally note that we experienced
that the application of SI by MDD to real seismic noise data is not
trivial. Because the spatial deconvolution requires the PSF and CCF
to be computed from the same data, interpolation is required in case
virtual sources (or auxiliary receivers) are offline. Moreover, and
apparent from this study, the requirements on the station geometry,
spatial sampling, energy flux and medium may often not be fulfilled.
For the application of SI by MDD to recordings of ambient seismic
(surface wave) noise, one should therefore assess its potential on an
individual basis. This study shows that when (most) conditions are
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fulfilled, more accurate phase-velocity estimates and more stable
time-lapse responses are obtained.
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imaginary parts of the retrieved virtual-source response are zero,
respectively.
Figure S8. Zeros of J0 (ωi r/cn ) and H0 (ωi r/cn ) for a set of phase
velocities cn (ωi ) at those frequencies ωi for which the real and
imaginary parts of the retrieved virtual-source response are zero,
respectively.
Figure S9. Temporal variations of the phase (bottom) and amplitude
(top) of the lapse crosscorrelations at 0.12 Hz for virtual source
TN07 and receiver TE07.
Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the
authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be directed to the corresponding author for the paper.

A P P E N D I X A : S I M P L I F I C AT I O N O F
T H E R E P R E S E N TAT I O N T H E O R E M S
In this appendix we introduce the correlation- and convolutiontype representation theorems and show how they can be simplified
for our purpose. In Appendix A1 we simplify the correlation-type
representation theorem for the application of SI by crosscorrelation.
In Appendix A2 we simplify the convolution-type representation
theorem for the application of SI by MDD.

A1 Simplification of the representation theorem
of the correlation type
Consider a volume V enclosed by an arbitrarily shaped boundary S with outward pointing normal vector n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). In V,
the elastodynamic medium can be arbitrarily inhomogeneous and
anisotropic, with the physical quantities describing its response being a function of the Cartesian coordinate vector x = (x1 , x2 , x3 )
and angular frequency ω; x3 is positive downward. For brevity,
we indicate the frequency dependency of a variable by a hat, e.g.
Ĝ ≡ Ĝ(ω). Assuming the medium in V is lossless, a correlationtype representation theorem for the Green’s function between two
points x and x R , both in V, can be obtained (van Manen et al. 2006;
Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006):
u
u∗
(x R , x) − Ĝ im
(x R , x)
Ĝ im

 u
= − Ĝ in (x R , x S ) n j cn jkl (x S )∂kS Ĝ u∗
ml (x, x S )
S

S U P P O RT I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Supplementary data are available at GJIRAS online.
Figure S1. Comparison of the different methods and/or data sets
(abbreviations explained in the main text) using synthetic data.
Figure S2. (f; k)-transform computed from virtual-source responses
at the receivers of the TE-array using SI by crosscorrelation.
Figure S3. (f; k)-transforms computed from virtual-source responses of two different subsets of receivers of the TE-array.
Figure S4. (f; k)-transform computed from virtual-source responses
at the receivers of the TN-array using SI by crosscorrelation.
Figure S5. (f; k)-transforms computed from virtual-source responses of two different subsets of receivers of the TN-array.
Figure S6. Number of time windows selected for the application of
SI by MDD for receiver TE07.
Figure S7. Zeros of J0 (ωi r/cn ) and H0 (ωi r/cn ) for a set of phase
velocities cn (ωi ) at those frequencies ωi for which the real and


− n j cn jkl (x S )∂kS Ĝ ilu (x R , x S ) Ĝ u∗
mn (x, x S ) dx S .

(A1)

u
(x R , x) represents particle displacement
A Green’s function Ĝ im
(hence the superscript u) in the i direction at x R due to an impulsive force in the m direction at x. Summation is invoked over
repeated indices. The asterisk denotes complex conjugation and
hence the products on the right-hand side correspond to crosscorrelations in the time domain. The integral is over the coordinate x S
on the boundary S and cn jkl (x S ) denotes the stiffness of the medium
along that boundary. The spatial derivatives act at x S and hence a
term n j cn jkl ∂kS Ĝ ilu (x R , x S ) represents the displacement at x R due
to a deformation-rate (dipole) source at x S . Eq. (A1) states that
the Green’s function between two arbitrary points inside V can be
retrieved if both the stiffness along S and the displacement (and
its spatial derivative) along S, due to an (impulsive) source at each
of these two points, are known. The left-hand side is the Fourier
u
u
(x R , x, t) − G im
(x R , x, −t).
transform of G im
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Seismic interferometry by MDD
The correlation-type Green’s function representation has been
scrutinized for surface wave Green’s functions travelling along the
surface of laterally homogeneous, isotropic media by Halliday &
Curtis (2008). Among other things, these authors investigate the
effect of the source types. Importantly, they find that cross-modal
terms may arise in case only point sources of force exist on S. The
authors therefore propose to separate different surface wave modes
prior to crosscorrelation. In this work, we assume that a single surface wave mode dominates the ambient surface wave wavefield,
which renders the separation of different surface wave modes unnecessary.
Assuming only point sources of force exist on S, the correlationtype Green’s function representation associated with a single surface wave mode can be approximated by (Halliday & Curtis 2008;
Kimman & Trampert 2010),
u
u∗
(x R , x) − Ĝ im
(x R , x)
Ĝ im

u
(x R , x S ) Ĝ u∗
≈ −iω Â Ĝ in
mn (x, x S ) dx S ,

(A2)

S

Ĝ (x R , x) + Ĝ ∗ (x R , x)

≈ B̂ Ĝ (x R , x S ) Ĝ ∗ (x, x S ) dx S ,

(A3)

S

where B̂ is a scale factor different from Â, due to the fact that we
have neglected sources at depth. Note that x R , x, as well as the
contour S are now all confined to the surface. The left-hand side
is the Fourier transform of G v33 (x R , x, t) + G v33 (x R , x, −t). This
approximation complies with practical applications of SI and is
quite accurate in case sources are situated in the far-field (Wapenaar
& Fokkema 2006). A gap in the surface wave illumination pattern
of the receivers, however, implies that the boundary S is not closed.
Halliday & Curtis (2008) show that this may severely hinder the
retrieval of Ĝ (x R , x) + Ĝ ∗ (x R , x).

A2 Simplification of the representation theorem
of the convolution type
Let us consider a configuration different from the one associated
with eq. (A1). Assume x to be outside S and rename it x S ; x R
remains in V. For this configuration a convolution-type representa-

tion theorem for the Green’s function between x R and x S can be
obtained (Aki & Richards 2002; van Dalen et al. 2014),
u
(x R , x S )
Ĝ im

ˆu
u
= Ḡ
in (x R , x) n j cn jkl (x)∂k Ĝ lm (x, x S )
S

ˆ u (x , x) Ĝ u (x, x ) dx.
−n j cn jkl (x)∂k Ḡ
R
S
il
nm

(A4)

The Green’s functions are again force-source Green’s functions for
particle displacement. The coordinates on the integration surface S
are denoted by x in this case. The spatial derivatives, therefore, act
ˆ u (x , x) represents the displaceat x and hence a term n j cn jkl ∂k Ḡ
R
il
ment at x R due to a deformation-rate (dipole) source at x. A Green’s
ˆ u (x , x) is defined in a ‘reference medium’ that may
function Ḡ
R
in
be different from the actual medium on and outside S (hence the
overbar). These Green’s functions propagate the wavefield from the
boundary to x R . Since complex conjugate signs are absent on the
right-hand side, the products correspond to convolutions in the time
domain. Eq. (A4) implies that the Green’s function between two
arbitrary points x R and x S , the former inside S, the latter outside S,
can be retrieved if both the stiffness and the displacement (and its
spatial derivative) along S, due to an (impulsive) source at each of
these two points, are known. After simplification of the integrand,
however, it is the spatial derivative of the Green’s function associated with the reference medium that will be retrieved through SI by
MDD; the Green’s functions between x S and x R , and x S and x are
related to the observations. Unlike the correlation-type representation theorem, eq. (A4) does not rely on the principle of time-reversal.
Importantly, therefore, the convolution-type representation theorem
is also valid for media with losses.
The convolution-type representation theorem is examined by van
Dalen et al. (2014) considering exclusively surface wave Green’s
functions in a laterally homogeneous and isotropic medium. The reference Green’s function and the Green’s function associated with
the actual medium coincide for this specific medium. The analysis
is similar to the one by Halliday & Curtis (2008) for the correlationtype representation theorem in the sense that it approximates the
integral in eq. (A4) by considering only those points for which the
integrand’s phase is stationary with respect to x. And just as for
the correlation-type representation theorem, these authors find that
replacing dipole sources by monopole sources along S may give
rise to cross-modal terms. Considering a single surface wave mode,
however, they show that the convolution-type Green’s function representation can be approximated by
u
(x R , x S )
Ĝ im

ˆ u (x , x) Ĝ u(in) (x, x ) dx.
= iω Â Ḡ
R
S
in
nm

(A5)

S

The superscript (in) indicates that only inward-propagating energy
associated with Ĝ unm (x, x S ) is considered (i.e. waves propagating
into V through S). This ensures that non-physical contributions
associated with stationary points x on the side of x R opposite to
x S vanish. These contributions are a direct consequence of the
replacement of the dipole sources by monopole sources.
Like eq. (A2), eq. (A5) generally does not comply well with
reality. For example, the fact that responses are required at depth
along S does not reconcile with the data analysed in this study.
Under the same assumptions and for the same definitions as the
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where Â is a mode-and frequency-dependent scale factor and
where the (non-index) i denotes the imaginary unit. The modal
scale factor does not affect the phase of the retrieved Green’s
function.
Eq. (A2) still requires sources at depth and also allows x R and x to
be at depth. In this work, we restrict ourselves to vertical-component
recordings of the particle velocity
 ∞ at the Earth’s surface. Using the
Fourier convention fˆ(ω) = −∞ f (t)e−iωt dt, we therefore consider
the vertical component of the Green’s tensor for particle velocity,
that is, Ĝ v3m ≡ iω Ĝ u3m . Provided the subsurface is laterally homogeneous and only surface wave responses are present, Ĝ v3m will only
contain fluctuations due to Rayleigh waves. In practice, this is of
course not the case, but for the frequencies considered (microseism
frequency band) it is a good approximation. Furthermore, Rayleigh
waves induced by the coupling of the oceans with the solid Earth
are predominantly excited by vertical forcing (Gualtieri et al. 2013).
We therefore consider Ĝ ≡ Ĝ v33 (≡ iω Ĝ u33 ), where the indices and
superscript v are dropped to reduce notational burden. Eq. (A2) can
hence be simplified to
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ones required to arrive at eq. (A3), eq. (A5) can be simplified to

ˆ (x , x) Ĝ (in) (x, x ) dx,
Ĝ (x R , x S ) = D̂ Ḡ
(A6)
R
S
S

where D̂ is another scale factor, different from both Â and B̂. The
locations x R , x S , as well as the contour S are now all confined to the
surface. Eqs (A3) and (A6) are strictly valid only for single surface
wave modes.

A P P E N D I X B : D ATA
CHARACTERISTICS
We use a full-day vertical-component recording by TN99 to assess
the quality of the long-period ambient-noise signal recorded by the
vertical component of TN11. We aim to exploit ambient seismic
surface waves at frequencies dominated by microseism energy and
therefore focus on frequencies between 0.05 and 0.5 Hz. Fig. B1
juxtaposes the vertical component ambient seismic noise recorded
by TN99 and TN11. The noise was recorded on the first of May (day
randomly chosen) and the recordings have been corrected for the instrument response. The band-pass-filtered time series (Fig. B1, top
left) appear, qualitatively at least, rather similar. This observation is
corroborated by the power and amplitude spectra (Fig. B1, bottom
left and right, respectively): Down to about 0.1 Hz these spectra

agree very well. Despite the fact that the amplitude response of the
short-period sensor falls off at about 6 dB per octave below 2 Hz, the
ambient seismic field is successfully recovered down to 0.1 Hz. Below this frequency, the amplitude of the ambient field does not fall
within the dynamic range of the short-period sensors (the apparent
higher power of TN11’s noise below 0.1 Hz is simply due to amplified self-noise). This becomes evident after comparing the phase
responses, which exhibit a clear mismatch below this frequency,
and is confirmed upon comparison of a short period of recording
(2.5 min), which is filtered between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz (Fig. B1, top
right). All in all, this comparison demonstrates that the amplitude of
the ambient seismic field and the dynamic range of the short-period
sensors permits the application of seismic interferometry down to
about 0.1 Hz.
Upon scrutiny of the data, it turned out that the recordings of a significant number of stations contained diurnal spikes of an unknown
nature in the frequency band of interest. Data recorded before 10:00
am local time and after 11:00 pm local time, however, appeared to be
(almost) unaffected. We therefore discard the data recorded between
those two times and proceed with the remainder of the recordings.
Fig. B2 presents the power spectral densities of the recordings of
station TN11 for a period of 15 d. The spectrogram is exemplary for
the entire data set: the microseisms’ energy is clearly distinguishable and its peak varies between 0.10 and 0.30 Hz. The vertical
stripes of high energy are due to intermittent earthquakes.
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Figure B1. Comparison between the vertical-component recordings by TN99 (broad-band) and TN11 (short-period). Instrument responses are removed prior
to comparison. Time-series (top left) represent the vertical particle velocity on 2012 May 1. At the bottom, power and phase spectra are compared (left and
right, respectively). Power spectra are averages of individual power spectra computed from individual time windows with a length of 10 min (144 in total). For
display purposes, these power spectra are subsequently smoothed over a bandwidth of 0.02 Hz. Similarly, the phases at the bottom right are computed from
the complex spectra after these have been averaged over 144 individual 10 min time windows and 0.02 Hz. At the top right, the vertical particle velocity is
compared for a period of 2.5 min. starting at 01:00:00 UTC on the same day.
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Figure B2. Power spectra between 0.1 and 1.0 Hz computed from the recordings of station TN11 for the first half of October 2012. Dark grey vertical bands
correspond to periods of time during which the recordings by a number of stations contained spikes of unidentified nature.

A P P E N D I X C : A P P L I C AT I O N
T O A M B I E N T V I B R AT I O N S A B O V E
0.20 Hz

C1 Slowness analysis
Fig. C1 present the result of the slowness analysis at 0.32 Hz. Just is
in Fig. 9 in the main text, [ P̂ (TE) ] (bottom) is only shown for time
windows during which the energy flux is favourable for the retrieval
of a virtual-source response at station TE07. Contrary to the seismic
noise at 0.12 Hz, most energy is propagating in a northerly direction
along the TN-line. This agrees with the higher amplitude causal part
of the virtual-source responses along the TN-line in the frequency
band 0.20–0.40 Hz (Fig. 7 in the main text). We observe that just
as at 0.12 Hz, significant body-wave energy appears to be present.
We furthermore observe that the selected time windows are not
distributed uniformly with time but have a rather irregular temporal
distribution.
Fig. C2 presents the average [ P̂ (TN) ] (solid line) and [ P̂ (TE) ]
(dashed line) at 0.32 Hz. It reveals that the selected time windows
are, on average, associated with recordings of ambient surface wave
noise with a positive y component. The average of [ P̂ (TE) ] peaks
(TE)
of course just above p̂x(TE) = p̂trh , but does also show some energy

Figure C1. Idem as Fig. 9 in the main text, but at 0.32 Hz.

Figure C2. Idem as Fig. 11 in the main text, but at 0.32 Hz.

at lower p̂x(TE) , which most likely can be attributed to body waves
hitting the T-array from below.

C2 Results
Fig. C3 shows the virtual-source responses retrieved at station TE07
filtered between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz. The processing involved for the retrieval of these responses is described in Section 5.2. Just as for
the virtual-source responses between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz, we have restricted ourselves to the virtual sources TN06–TN17. The absence
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In this appendix, we present the results of both the slowness analysis
and the application of SI by MDD for ambient signal above 0.2 Hz.
In the main text the results for ambient signal below 0.2 Hz are
presented. Of course, just as in Section 5, the length of the time
window employed is 10 min and an overlap of 50 per cent between
consecutive windows is used.
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of time windows associated with a predominant flux of energy towards the west has reduced and in many cases simply eliminated the
amplitudes of the acausal parts (CC1 versus CC3). Also, the CC1
responses are significantly more condensed in time than the CC3
responses. Multidimensional deconvolution of the CC1 responses
does not appear to have an effect. Contrary to the 0.1–0.2 Hz frequency band, we do not observe a systematic time shift after application of SI by MDD.
Fig. C4 shows the phases of the virtual-source responses at
0.32 Hz. Contrary to Fig. 15 in the main text, we do not show a
histogram of the number of selected windows per slowness vector.
This is because, at this frequency, slownesses associated with the
direction of the highest energy flux have not been determined using
all stations, but only using subsets of stations. Such a histogram
therefore does not give a correct estimate of the average directionality of the wavefield during the selected time windows. The phase
difference between CC1 and MDD responses is almost negligible
at this frequency. In the time domain, differences between these
virtual-source responses between 0.20 and 0.40 Hz cannot even
be observed (Fig. C3). One reason for the minor difference could
be violation of one or more of the assumptions underlying SI by
MDD. First, the PSF is assumed to sample the incoming wavefield
sufficiently densely, such that the integral in eq. (11) is evaluated
accurately. For phase velocities lower than 1600 m s−1 , however,
the nominal station separation of 2 km along the TN-line may give
rise to spatial aliasing at a frequency of 0.4 Hz. Spatial aliasing will
surely not be an issue between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz. Second, too much

body-wave energy would deteriorate the effectiveness of SI by MDD
because the condition that the receivers at x R (i.e. the TE stations
in our case) solely record energy that has traversed the contour Srcv
(i.e. the TN-line in our case) would be violated; Figs C1 and C2
indicate that quite some body-wave energy arrives at 0.32 Hz during the selected time windows. Third, the medium associated with
eq. (11) is assumed laterally invariant (or at least smooth) along Srcv .
The dispersion curves in Fig. 8 suggest that this assumption may not
hold at higher frequencies, which in turn would adversely affect the
results obtained by SI by MDD at these higher frequencies. Finally,
the derivations in Section 2 assume propagation of a single surface
wave mode. In case multiple surface wave modes are present, the
procedure followed in this study does not allow accurate retrieval of
surface wave Green’s functions. Instead, separation of modes would
be required prior to crosscorrelation (Halliday & Curtis 2008; van
Dalen et al. 2014). Especially between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz, multiple
surface wave modes cannot be ruled out (e.g. Figure S5; supporting
material). Another reason why we do not observe a significant phase
correction after application of SI by MDD in this higher-frequency
band could be the fact there is simply little to correct for. Note
that the phase error predicted by Weaver et al. (2009) (eq. 28) is
proportional to 1/tω. This inverse proportionality to frequency and
traveltime (or station separation in a homogeneous medium) implies that the same illumination pattern at 0.32 Hz would result in a
significantly smaller phase shift than it would at 0.12 Hz. In other
words, the illumination pattern needs to be more rugged at higher
frequencies and/or larger station separation to produce phase errors
of similar magnitude.
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Figure C3. Comparison between the different virtual-source responses. Responses are retrieved at station TE07 and filtered between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz.
Note the difference in scale along the time axis between left and right.

Figure C4. Idem as Fig. 15 in the main text, but at 0.32 Hz, but in this
case the dashed black line indicates the location of a virtual source along
the TN-line of which the azimuth of the line connecting it with station TE07
coincides with the azimuth of the slowness vector whose components are
given by the maxima in Fig. C2.

